Consensus Tracking Control of Uncertain Multiagent Systems With Sampled Data and Time-Varying Delay.
In this article, the adaptive consensus tracking control is developed for uncertain multiagent systems with time-varying state delay in the case that leader's state is accessible at sampling instants. By proposing a distributed sampled observer with hybrid form, adaptive tracking controller with the complementary term is designed for first-order multiagent systems, and then is extended to high-order multiagent systems with the aid of dynamic surface control. Through the complementary term, the effects of parameter estimation error as well as dynamical terms with time-varying delays are eliminated and thus less conservative condition on time delays is required. It is proved that, under criteria in terms of linear matrix inequalities (LMIs), tracking error and estimation error exponentially converge to zero for first-order systems, and to a sufficiently small neighborhood of zero for high-order systems.